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Summary

This article provides explanation regarding how countries approach and handle past pandemic situations
such as H3N2, H5N1, Swine Flu, and Hong Kong Flu from prevention to protection, and responses done
through best practices. This article examines the failure from countries in handling the COVID-19 Pandemics despite there having been best practices in handling Pandemic situations. Ranging from multi-sectoral
unpredictability of pandemics, the question lies within whether experience matters or new unpredictable
problems always shift the way countries approach Pandemic situations.

P

andemics, epidemics, and virus outbreaks
occur constantly throughout history, but
why are countries struggling every single
time a pandemic strikes? Even from the Black
Death, countries eventually bounced back.
Indeed, it is important to acknowledge that
every virus outbreak has different transmission methods. Therefore, the article firstly
provides a review of several literatures discussing different influenza pandemics to see
how the difference of transmission methods
results in different governmental approaches. From the literature review, further analysis identifies several points why from pandemics to pandemics, countries still struggle
to come up with an appropriate approach.
From several literature discussing previous
pandemics, various approaches from governments were done to carefully handle pandemic situations. From prevention to protection,
responses were done through best practices. Previous influenza pandemics namely
H3N2, H5N1, Swine Flu, and Hong Kong Flu
have made countries learn the importance of
pandemic preparedness and rapid response.
David and Ozuluoha (2020) , along with Peter DeShazo and Carissa Etienne (2006) discussed general lessons learned from previous pandemics. On Asian Flu, Hong Kong Flu,
SmallPox, Tuberculosis, Black Death, Spanish
Flu, Swine Flu, and HIV/AIDS, David (2020)
highlighted main points of recommendation:
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formulation of specifically constructed policy to protect vulnerable groups against the
virus exposure; a clear and rapid spread of
information and denial of false information;
health sector emergency risk management;
and multisectoral linkage. DeShazo and Etienne (2006) emphasized on how pandemic
preparedness is the only weapon against influenza pandemics.
The Hong Kong Flu analyzed by Snacken et
al. (1999) and the World Health Organization
(2006) called into enhanced surveillance, international collaboration, and the formulation
of a Global Pandemic Preparedness Plan that
sets one main goal for countries, which is to
be initially prepared when a pandemic strikes.
However, even until 2020, this one goal emphasized by both articles fails to be achieved.
This further questions: why, even though researchers have given numerous solutions,
countries still struggle to overcome the pandemic?
Similarities are found in H1N1 (Spanish Flu)
and Swine Flu, several sources claimed that
Swine Flu roots from Spanish Flu. Referring to
the literature by Geoffrey W. Rice and Edwina
Palmer (1993) on Japan’s response towards
the Spanish Flu outbreak, there are 3 key responses: preventive measures; communication; and vaccination. After the Spanish Flu,
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in 2009, Japan faced the Swine Flu. Hiroko
Saguchi et al. analyzes Japan’s border control
during the outbreak of Swine Flu in Japan.
Japan had a tailored approach where they
conducted health monitoring, surveillance,
and quarantine measures. Both Saguchi and
Palmer highlighted Japan’s best practices to
counter the Spanish Flu and Swine Flu pandemic, nevertheless, Japan still faced the
same difficulties in tackling the COVID-19
pandemic today.
Lastly, although articles about Indonesia’s
previous pandemics and its approaches are
not easily found, an article by Yuni Yipiana et
al. (2010) titled “Risk factors of poultry outbreaks and human cases of H5N1 avian influenza virus infection in West Java Province,
Indonesia” urged Indonesian government to
be more careful and aware of diseases spread
by animals. Indonesia’s high poultry density
and poor sanitation have driven Indonesia
into vast disease transmissions from animals
to humans.
Countries are aware of the urgency of pandemic preparedness, enactment of health protocols and restrictions, and also sanitation as
key to decrease virus transmission after facing H3N2, H5N1, Cholera Outbreak, Swine
Flu, and Hong Kong Flu. But what makes us
still struggling with the COVID-19 pandemic? Logically speaking, if countries have faced
all these pandemics and learned from it, then
COVID-19 would not be a big issue. However,
the COVID-19 pandemic still becomes a big
threat and mystery, because:
• First, countries are reluctant to develop and focus on pandemic preparedness.
Pandemic preparedness has always been
the key to have an appropriate approach
towards a virus outbreak, even preventing one, but priorities of countries differ.
When no visible threats are witnessed and
no urgency is posed, pandemic preparedness comes last in countries’ priorities.
Even though they understand that pandemic preparedness is important, it becomes the least of their priorities during
a non-pandemic situation, and it is usually
already too late before they realize it, beRDI Op-Ed, No. 1

cause the pandemic has spread widely.
• Second, the lack of awareness about disease outbreaks. Several policy stakeholders in various countries (for example in the
United States and Indonesia) do not see
COVID-19 as a legitimate threat. These
stakeholders who have a direct impact on
policy-making processes are hindering the
country to achieve a significant impact on
pandemic settlement.
• Third, the lack of multi-sectoral approach
from governments hinders a comprehensive communication between stakeholders. Early stages of disease outbreaks are
often under the responsibility of medical
experts, the ministry of health, and other
related sectors, but during the occurrence
of the pandemic, all sectors of the President’s cabinet are required to communicate and have a unified national approach.
However, in reality, some governmental
bodies have different opinions, even at
times, a contradictory approach towards
the crucial situation.
Even though disease outbreaks leading to
a pandemic have occurred several times
throughout history, states’ experiences do
not have a significant role in shaping their
future pandemic responses. Lessons learned
by countries from previous pandemics are
not taken seriously due to the unpredictable
nature of pandemics. The unpredictability
of pandemics puts the urgency of ‘pandemic
preparedness’ last compared to other visible
threats such as economic insecurity, political
insecurity, etc. In a ‘healthy’ state, countries
choose to allocate their resources to increase
their income and stabilize their economy, but
have little to no attention towards pandemic
preparedness. To say whether this is a right
decision or not is dilemmatic, but it should
be acknowledged that non-visible and visible
threats pose different urges. Indeed, countries are often reminded by the importance
of building pandemic preparedness when it
is too late; once a pandemic occurs, they are
back to square one. Future risks of pandemics
will eventually include countries’ skepticism
on pandemic occurrences and underestimating virus outbreaks, which will lead to even
more inadequate responses.
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